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ABSTRACT
The research deals with the translation of English collocations into Arabic. A
collocation is a combination of two or more words that always occur together
consistently in different contexts in language.
The present paper hypothesizes that students encounter difficulties in
translating English collocations into Arabic. An experiment has been made
involving twenty students of fourth year /College of Education, University of
Basrah.
The results of the tests come up with the hypothesis of the study that 70% of
the testees face difficulties in the translation of English collocations into Arabic.
The research has ultimately identified certain problems and solutions.

ترجمة انمتالزمات انهفظية االنكهيسية انى انهغة انعربية مشاكم وحهول
انخالصة
ٌٕث رزكٛ ز.خٛخ إنٗ انهغخ انؼزثٚشٛخ االَكهٛخ رزخًخ ثؼط انًزالسيبد انهفظٛرزُبٔل انذراطخ انسبن
 رفززض.خ يخزهفخٕٚبغبد نغٛ صٍٙ أٔ أكثز دائًب" رمغ يغ ثؼعٓب ثؼعب ً فٛغ يٍ يفزدرْٛذِ انًدبي
ً  رعًُذ انذراطخ اخزجبرا.خٛ رزخًخ ْذِ انًزالسيبد انهفظٕٙاخٌٕٓ صؼٕثخ فٚ خ إٌ انطهجخٛانذراطخ انسبن
. خبيؼخ انجصزح-خٛخ انززثٛ كه-خٚشٛ لظى انهغخ االَكه-ٍ طبنجب" يٍ انًززهخ انزاثؼخٚشًم ػشز
ٕاخٌٕٓ يشبكمٚ  يٍ انطهجخ%07 ٌث أكذد انُزبئح إٛ ز.أثجزذ َزبئح االخزجبر رطبثمٓب يغ االفززاض
. خزبيٓبٙ لذيذ انذراطخ ثؼط انًشبكم ٔ انسهٕل ف.خٛ رزخًخ ْذِ انًزالسيبد انهفظٙف
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1. Introduction
The interest in the translation of collocations comes from their great
importance in language. They play a vital role in the coherence of the structure of
language. They are also the source of its attraction and special flavour, which
makes it more beautiful, more agreeable and more powerful. The translation of
collocations is an everlasting struggle to match the proper nouns with the proper
verbs, the proper verbs with the proper nouns, or the proper adjectives with the
proper nouns.
The students are, therefore, required to be extra sensitive to collocations,
patient, cautious, and highly interested in spotting the proper collocation in
Arabic, when available. Without collocations, their Arabic translation would be
poorer, weaker, and less inspired than the original English.
The present study hypothesizes that students encounter difficulties in
translating English collocations into Arabic. These difficulties lie in finding the
proper equivalent collocation in Arabic. So, the research is an attempt to
diagnose these difficulties and present solutions. It incorporates a test of twenty
sentences. Each one implies a collocation.
A collocation is a combination of two or more words that always occur
together consistently in different contexts in language. That is, a certain noun
occurs with a certain adjective, e.g. "blind confidence" ( ةبًٛ ;)ثمةخ ػa verb with a
noun, e.g. "draw a sword" ("فبٛظزم طٚ); a noun with a noun, e.g. "brain drain" ( ْدزح
 ;)األديغخetc. Most collocations are two words each (Benson, 1985: 107).
Baker (1992: 55) states that collocations play a vital role in language. They
are its beautiful part, and inject a refreshing spirit in it. They are present and
inevitable in any kind of text with no exception. Hence their importance in
translation.
Students, according to Al- Kasimi (1993: 92), need to attend seriously to
collocations in Arabic to give the Arabic version the same beauty of the English
text. This means that ignoring the concern with translation of the English
collocations in Arabic results in a poor, dispirited text in Arabic.
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The translation of collocations can be discussed through the discussion of
their commonest types in English. In principle, fixed phrases and expressions of
all types can come under the umbrella of collocations (Hedad,1987:80).

2. Types of Collocations
There are several types of collocations. However, the concentration here is
on the most important types only, which are extremely recurrent and interest the
student most (Cruse,1977: 71). He adds that the classification of these types is
purely grammatical, depending on the grammatical groupings of word classes
according to their occurrence together in language use. Aziz (1982: 201)
expresses that the adoption of grammatical description makes collocations easier
to follow, understand, and, hence, translate into Arabic. These types are stated in
the following points:
1. Adjective + noun collocation, e.g.
1- "hard labour"
() أشغبل شبلخ
2- "net weight"
(ٙ)انٕسٌ انصبف
3- "raging storm"
( )ػبصفخ ْٕخب
4- "fast sleep"
(كًٛ)طجبد ػ
5- "smashing victory"
()اَزصبر طبزك
Many examples can be found in both English and Arabic for the most
popular type of collocation. Usually, these collocations are translated into
identical Arabic collocations (noun + adjective). As the examples show,
indicated by Al- Kasimi (1980: 77), this is possible in most cases, and
students should be encouraged to do their best to find the equivalent
collocation in Arabic because it is the best translation. However, there are
collocations in English which do not have identical equivalents in Arabic,
e.g.:
1- "peaceful death"
()يٕد ْبدئ
2- "great pleasure"
()طؼبدح غبيزح
3- "bad news"
(ئخٛ)أخجبر ط
The Arabic versions are not widely recognized collocations. They can be
called semi- collocations, or just translations (Akil, 1988: 112).
( 53 )
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2. Verb + noun collocations, e.g.:
1- "attend a lecture"
(سعز يسبظزحٚ)
2- "exert an effort"
("جذل خٓذاٚ)
3- "pass a law"
("ظٍ لبََٕبٚ)
4- "run a company"
(ز شزكخٚذٚ)
5- "teach a lesson"
("همٍ درطبٚ)
The central point here is to match a certain verb with a certain noun in
Arabic ( as the examples show). We usually say ("جةذل خٓةذاٚ) not ("مةذو خٓةذاٚ);
("ظٍ لبََٕبٚ) not ("ًزر لبََٕبٚ /عغٚ); ("همٍ درطبٚ) not ("ؼهى درطبٚ).
The problem for students with these constructions is to spot the suitable
verb in Arabic. However, when it is difficult to do that, they can translate
them into their meanings, for example, ("همٍ درطبٚ) instead of ("ؼهى درطبٚ); ( صذرٚ
" )لبََٕبinstead of ("ًزر لبََٕبٚ).
Murad (1984: 120) expresses that as for the grammatical structure of
these collocations in Arabic, it is mostly a verb + noun (or a verb + an
adjective). Yet, few exceptions can exist, e.g.:
1- "pay a visit"
(شٔرٚ /برحٚمٕو ثبنشٚ)
2- 'recognize a state"
(ؼززف ثذٔنخٚ)
3- "shake hands"
(صبفرٚ)
In the first two examples, the grammatical construction in Arabic is: "verb
+ preposition + noun", whereas in the third, the preposition disappears in
Arabic. However, these exceptions do not break the rule of translating the
English verb- noun collocations into Arabic verb- noun collocations.
3. Noun + noun collocations, e.g.:
1- "brain drain"
()ْدزح األديغخ
2- "nerve cell"
(خ أػصبةٛ)خه
3- "gas cylinder"
()اططٕاَخ غبس
4- "status quo"
(ٍْ)انٕظغ انزا
5- "death sentence"
()زكى اإلػذاو
Aziz (1982: 93) sees that these collocations usually have equivalent in
Arabic, but with different grammatical structures. Two dominant structures
are available in Arabic: (a) "noun + adjective" (as in ""status quo"); (b) "noun
+ noun' (as in the other examples). Examples "2 + 3" can also be translated
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into: noun + adjective (خٛخ ػصجٛ )خهand (خٚ)اططٕاَخ غبس. Yet, we cannot say ( ْدزح
خٛ )ديبغfor "brain drain".
The main problem for students here is to know the proper equivalent
collocation in Arabic, especially for difficult English collocations like "brain
drain". The solution is to avoid literal understanding as much as possible, and
at the same time to do their best to understand the English collocation
properly and translate it into its Arabic equivalent, using all available sources.
4. Noun + noun (the of genitive) collocations: e.g.
1- "loss of memory"
()فمذاٌ انذاكزح
2- "the heart of the matter"
( بٛ)خْٕز األش
3- "association of ideas"
( األفكبرٙ) رذاػ
4- "the throes of death"
( انغزغزح/)طكزاد انًٕد
5- "a sigh of relief"
( )رُفض انصؼذا
All these collocations, as viewed by Mahmoud (1994:43), are translated
into equivalent Arabic collocations of identical grammatical structure "of
genitive". Although direct translation can be applied to such collocations, the
student must be careful that some of them have different words in Arabic, i.e.
(  )رةةُفض انصةةؼذاand not ()رُٓةةذ انزازةةخ. On the other hand, most of these
collocations are translated into collocations in Arabic. Yet, a number of them
can be translated into only ("the throes of death")
5. Noun + and + (addition) collocation: e.g.
1- "means and ends"
(بدٚ)انٕطبئم ٔ انغب
2- "wonderments and bewilderments"
()ػدبئت ٔ غزائت
3- "food and drink"
()انطؼبو ٔ انشزاة
4- "good and evil"
(ز ٔ انشزٛ)انخ
5- "form and content"
(ًٌٕ)انشكم ٔ انًع
Seemingly, these collocations of addition are easy to translate directly
into "noun + and + noun" collocations in Arabic (Adnan, 1996: 73).
6. Adjective + adjective collocations, e.g.:
1- "hale and hearty"
(ذحٛ)ثصسخ خ
2- "wealthy and well"
(خٛ)ثصسخ ٔ ػبف
3- "well and proper"
( أزظٍ زبلٙ)ف
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The problem in translating such everyday collocations into Arabic is that
the grammatical structure is different and quite unpredictable (Usama, 1998:
104). That is "1,2,3" can be translated into "preposition + noun +noun".
7. Adverb + adverb collocations; e.g.
1- "wholly and heartedly"
()ثبنزًبو ٔ انكًبل
2- "willy and nilly"
(ّ)رغًب اَف
The two Arabic translations are collocations, but have different
grammatical structures. They are also grammatically different from the
English collocations (Abu risha, Y. 1986;77).
8. Noun + verb collocations (names of sounds): e.g.
1- "bees buzz"
()دٔ٘ انُسم
2- "bell ring"
(ٍ االخزاصَٛ)ر
3- "cats mew"
()يٕا انمطط
4- "dogs bark"
()َجبذ انكالة
5- "donkeys bray"
(زًٛك انسَٛٓ)
Benson (1985: 117) explains that these collocations are not difficult to
translate into collocations in Arabic. The problem for the students is that they
must be able to recognize the sound of the animal, insect, or thing required in
Arabic. The solution is that they must know the name of the sound in question
in the target language, which is possible for students. No other solution is
acceptable (Faruqi, 1994; 117).
9. Prepositional Collocations
Noun + preposition collocation, e.g. :
1- " play on (words)
())انزالػت ثـ (األنفبظ
2- "a claim for"
()ادػب ثـ
3- "a protest against"
(ٗ)اززدبج ػه
Faruqi (ibid: 120) suggests that students should beware of the direct
translation of the preposition. We do not say in Arabic (;)رالػةت ػهةٗ األنفةبظ
()اززدةبج ظةذ) ;)ادػةب نةـ. The problem here, then, is to spot the suitable
preposition after the noun in Arabic. This needs to be done regardless of
the preposition in English. The solution is the students' increasing
interest in Arabic prepositions and their unusual use in context.
Preposition + noun collocations: e.g.
( 56 )
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1- "by accident"
()ثًسط انصذفخ
2- "under the patronage (of)
(خٚ)رسذ رػب
3- "on call/ duty (doctor)"
(ت يُبٔةٛ)طج
4- "in advance'
(")يمذيب
5- "on (the) alert"
()ػهٗ أْجخ االطزؼذاد
These English collocations, as viewed by Faruqi (ibid: 125), are
fixed phrases and cannot be translated directly. Although many of them
are translated into identical Arabic prepositional phrases, others are quite
unpredictable, like "3". Some of the translations in Arabic are wellknown collocations ("1", "2")
The problem for students with these collocations is to understand
them rightly as fixed expressions in Arabic. The solution is to exert some
efforts to get the direct translation. Usually, good dictionaries include
such collocations.
Adjective + preposition collocations: e.g.
1- "full of"
()يهئ ثـ
2- "fond of "
()يغزو ثـ
3- "angry at"
(ٍ)غبظت ي
4- "afraid at"
(ٍ)خبئف ي
The problem here is the meaning of the preposition which should be
translated with extra care by the students. Literal is again destructive here.
The solution, according to Usama (1998: 107), is to be on the alert that some
of these collocations can be fixed phrases with fixed meanings. In any case,
the grammatical construction in Arabic is the same as in English (adjective +
preposition).
9.4 Verb + preposition collocations (prepositional verbs: e.g.
1- "long for"
(ٗشزبق إنٚ)
2- "wait for (somebody)"
(("ُزظز( فالَبٚ(
3- "call at"
(ُٗبد٘ ػهٚ)
4- "protest against"
(ٗسزح ػهٚ)
5- "dream of"
(سهى ثـٚ)
Baker (1992: 62) states that prepositional verbs like these resist direct
translation. Mahmoud (1994:46)indicates that we cannot say (شةةزبق ألخةةمٚ),
( 57 )
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(ُزظز يٍ اخمٚ), (ُٗةبد٘ إنةٚ), (سةزح ظةذٚ), (ٍسهةى يةٚ) consecutively. A back translation
of the correct versions illustrates the point further :
1- (ٗشزبق إنٚ)
"long for"
2- (("ُزظز (فالَبٚ(
"wait somebody"
3- (ُٗبد٘ ػهٚ)
"call on"
4- (ٗسزح ػهٚ)
"protest on"
5- (سهى ثـٚ)
"dream with"
These collocations are not acceptable in English. Equally, the Arabic
direct translations are unacceptable, too. By comparing these English and
Arabic versions, the students may reach a solution of some kind (ibid.: 48).
10. Collocations of Similes
( as………….as constructions) e.g.
1- "as beautiful as a lark"/ "as pretty as a picture"
( انجذر/)أزهٗ يٍ انصٕرح
2- "as red as a beetroot"
()ازًز يٍ انشًُذر
3- "as faithful as a dog"
()أٔفٗ يٍ انظًؤل
4- "as patient as a donkey"
()اصجز يٍ انسًبر
5- "as strong as a lion/ a horse"
(ٌ انسصب/)ألٕٖ يٍ األطذ
6- "as stubborn as a mule"
()اػُذ يٍ انجغم
7- "as sweet as honey"
))أزهٗ يٍ انؼظم
8- "as old as the hills"
(خٚ)ألذو يٍ انزبر
9- "as cunning as a fox"
()ايكز يٍ انثؼهت
10- "as bad as bad can be"
( ٕ)أطٕ يٍ انظ
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These similes are fixed, cultural idiomatic collocations. They cannot
be changed or added to in the middle. Some are also specific to English
culture and people (Benson, 1985: 27)
Usama (1998: 105) states that most of these collocations have
identical similes in Arabic, which are usually in a comparative
grammatical form of exaggeration (better than) rather than equal form
(something = something). This is the first important point that students
should take into consideration at translating these collocations.
11- Parts of countable nouns' collocations, e.g. :
1- "a bouquet of flowers"
( ثبلخ ٔرد/(ثبلخ يٍ انٕرٔد
2- " a crowd of people"
()زشذ يٍ انُبص
3- "a flock of sheep"
()ثهخ يٍ انغُى
4- "a herd of buffalo"
(ضٛغ يٍ اندٕايٛ)لط
5- "a herd of cattle"
(خٛغ يٍ انًبشٛ)لط
These collocations are again fixed phrases. Each one is a part of a
whole which can be counted. Abdullateef (1994: 71) gives an example,
"flowers" is a countable whole, and bouquet is a small number of
flowers; therefore, one part of the whole.
In Arabic, there are equivalent collocations which the students
should insist on finding. May be they do not have a problem with
words used daily like ( )ثبلخ ٔردand ()زشةذ يةٍ انُةبص. However, they face a
problem in finding ()ثهخ غُى, (ك كالةٚ)فز, (غ اطٕدٛ )لطand (ٌزبٛغ زٛ)لط.
Parts of uncountable nouns' collocations, e.g. :
1- "an act of violence"
(فُٛ)ػًم ػ
2- "an article of clothing"
()لطؼخ لًبع
3- "a bit (piece) of information"
()يؼهٕيخ
4- "a bit (piece) of advice"
(سخٛ)َص
5- "a cake of soap"
(ٌٕ لطؼخ صبث/ٌٕ)نٕج صبث
These collocations are used to refer to parts of nouns which cannot
be counted in English. There are similar collocations in Arabic. Yet,
some nouns are uncountable in English, but countable in Arabic, e.g.:
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1- (………يؼهٕيخ.)يؼهٕيبد
2- (سخٛ………َص.)َصبئر
3- (…………خجز.)أخجبر
Therefore, they are not translated into collocations, but into one
word only, as in "a bit (piece) of information", and "a bit (piece) of
advice" (Heil, 1990: 74).
The Test
Twenty students of fourth year/ College of Education are involved
to participate as subjects in this experiment. Their ages are between
20-24.
Procedures
Students were required to translate fifteen English sentences into
Arabic. The time limit was half of an hour. The students' answers were
typed on A4 sheets. They were not permitted to use bilingual
dictionaries.
The researcher and one of his colleagues corrected the test papers.
The emphasis was on the translation of collocating vocabulary items.
The final mark for each sentence was deducted by taking the average
of the marks given by two testees.
Experimental Material
The test involves twenty sentences. Each contains a collocation.
The collocations have been taken from Benson (1985), Mahmoud
(1994), Usama (1998), Baalabaki (1991). The test is shown as the
following:
Translate each of the following sentences into Arabic. Pay
attention to the translation of the underlined words:
1- He gave me a warm reception.
2- Today is a good day.
3- We must seize the opportunity when it comes.
( 60 )
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4- English Literature is an essay bank.
5- It is hard to learn about the hour of decision.
6- The contract has terms and conditions.
7- She feels well and good.
8- I will stand with you secretly and publicly.
9- My girl gets alarmed by the door's creak.
10- Our ignorance of polling could be backfired.
11- I decided to attend Medicine College on my father's advice.
12- We are foreign to his ideals.
13- People almost protest against the unfamiliar.
14- She is as pretty as a picture.
15- In my dreams I saw a school of whales.

Results Analysis
The results show that 70% of the testees have not achieved the pass mark,
whereas 30% of them have achieved it. Therefore, the results go with the
hypothesis of the current paper.
The main problem for students is to find the proper Arabic equivalent
collocations. The solution, however, is not difficult to find if the students are
prepared to exert some effort to find it in Arabic. In example one, the testees tend
to translate the collocation literally; the collocation "warm reception" is
translated as " "اطةزمجبل دافةئinstead of ""اطةزمجبل زةبر. The problem here is easy to
overcome. The solution is simply to use the adjective ( )زبرinstead of ( )دافةئin this
context. "The Arabic translation of all such collocations lean heavily on the
transference of their literal meaning as closely and faithfully as possible"
(George, 2009: 87). The collocation "a good day" is mistranslated by the majority
of testees. They keep the right grammatical structure of this collocation in Arabic
(adjective + noun), but they do not give the proper Arabic equivalent collocation.
They translated it into Arabic as "ةذٕٚو خذٚ" not "ذٛةٕو طةؼٚ" which is the most proper.
Such collocations pose some problems to students when translating them into
Arabic, because it is difficult to find equivalent for the English adjectives.
"Collocations are generally considered to be problematic to learners of foreign
languages" ( Dēvenyi, 2009: 7).
( 61 )
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In the third example, the core point is to match a certain verb with a certain
noun in Arabic. In their attempt to find an equivalent collocation in Arabic,
students might be examined by a word- for- word translation of the English
collocation (verb + noun). This is possible, but can sometimes be unacceptable as
shown by this example. It is wrong to translate "seize opportunity" literally into
"ًظةةا انفزصةةخٚ", because it has a strange meaning. Therefore, such translation
should be avoided to allow for the good translation of "ُزٓش انفزصخٚ".
The collocation "essay bank", in example four, constitutes the major
difficulties which learners of English language encounter when rendering this
type of collocation into Arabic. All testees have wrong translation to this
collocation. It is translated as " "يصةزف انًمبنةخinstead of " "يصةزف انًؼهٕيةبدby some
of them. It is an obvious tendency, on the part of students, for word- for- word
translation. The major problem for students here is to know the proper equivalent
collocation in Arabic, especially for such difficult English collocation. The only
solution is to avoid literal translation as much as possible, and at the same time
students should do their best to understand the English collocation properly and
translate it into its Arabic equivalent.
Although direct translation might be sometimes applied to some
collocations, the students must be careful that some of them have different words
in Arabic as "the hour of decision" in example five. It is translated as ""طةبػخ انمةزار
by most of the testees instead of ""طةبػخ انسظةى. Such a collocation shows that there
is an equivalent collocation the students should insist on finding it.
The problem in translating "well and good", in sentence (7), into Arabic is
that the grammatical sentence is different and quite unpredictable. That is, it can
be translated into "preposition + noun + noun". It can be translated as " ةز يةبٛػهةٗ خ
ةزاوٚ". It is translated, by most of the testees, as "ةذحٛ "إَٓةب رشةؼز خ. They translate this
collocation as one word "ةذحٛ"خ. One word can be enough to translate such a
collocation: (ذحٛ)خ, (ًخٛ)طه, (سخٛ)صس. Yet it is not a collocation.
The English collocation in sentence (8) "secretly and publicly" has different
grammatical structure from Arabic one. Such collocation poses a problem to
students. However, it is not difficult to understand. The grammatical structure of
this collocation in English is "adverb + adverb", whereas the Arabic collocation
is "adjective + adjective", as in "ةخَٛ"طةزا" ٔ ػال, or "preposition + noun + noun", as
( 62 )
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in "ٍ انظةز ٔ انؼهةٙ"فة. It is mistranslated by most of the students; they translate it as
"""ػًٕيب" ٔ طزا, an indication to literal translation.
The problem for the students in the translation of the collocation "door
creak" in sentence (9) is that they do not know the name of the doors' sound in
the target language. The grammatical structure of this collocation in Arabic is "a
noun + noun", not " a noun + verb" as in English. Seventeen students left this
collocation without any translation, whereas the other three translated it as " صةٕد
"انجةبة. Therefore, the problem for the students is to recognize the sound of the
door in Arabic.
The problem with the collocation 'ignorance of" in sentence (10) is that
students are required to spot the suitable preposition after the noun in Arabic, and
this needs to be done regardless of the preposition in English. Most of the
students translate this collocation as "ٙ "خٓهُب فinstead of ""خٓهُةب ثةـ. Hence, students
should avoid the direct translation of the preposition. We do not say in Arabic
( االَزخبثةبدٙ)خٓهُةب فة, but we say ()خٓهُةب ثبالَزخبثةبد. The collocation of sentence (11)
"On my father's advice" cannot be translated directly. It is translated, by most of
the students, as "ٙسخ أثةةٛ "ػهةةٗ َصةةwhich is a direct translation. The proper
translation for this collocation is "ٙسخ أثةةٛ"ثُةةب " ػهةةٗ َصةة. The students have to
understand such collocation rightly as fixed expression in Arabic. Likewise, the
collocation of sentence (12) "foreign to" is mistranslated because of the direct
translation. The meaning of the preposition creates confusion for the students
with such collocations. Therefore, literal translation is destructive. Students have
to increase interest in Arabic prepositions and their unusual use in contexts. The
grammatical construction of this collocation in Arabic is the same as in English
(adjective + preposition).
The problem in the translating of the collocation of sentence (13) "protest
against" lies in the inclination of the students to the literal translation. It is
translated by the majority of students as "سةزح ظةذٚ". Such collocation can be fixed
phrase with fixed meaning. Literal translation is unacceptable and students
should attempt to develop their awareness of the right use of Arabic prepositions
in terms of contexts.
All testees mistranslated the collocation of sentence (14). This is, of course,
due to the cultural side of the source language, or it could be said to the cultural
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differences between the source language and the target language. Such
collocation is a fixed cultural idiomatic collocation. It cannot be changed or
added to in the middle. It has an equivalent in Arabic which is usually a
comparative grammatical form of exaggeration (i.e. "better than") rather than
equal form (i.e. "something = something"). All testees translate it as ( ةةمًٛخ
 )كبنصةٕرحwhereas it must be translated as ()أزهةٗ يةٍ انصةٕرح. Therefore, students are
warned against direct translation.
The collocation of sentence (15) is again a fixed phrase. In such a collocation
students do not distinguish the proper word in Arabic. Therefore, they can use the
generic word ( )يدًٕػةخor ( )ػةذدto precede a group of anything countable (i.e.
people, animal, insects or things): (يدًٕػةخ ٔرد/ a bouquet of flowers), ( ٍيدًٕػةخ ية
انُةبص/ a crowd of people), (ػةذد يةٍ األغُةبو/ a flock of sheep). Hence ( a school of
whales) is advisable to be translated as (ٌزةبٛغ يٍ انسٛ)لط, or it could be translated as
(ٌزةبٛ)يدًٕػةخ يةٍ انس. Just two of the testees use the word ( )يدًٕػةخand nobody uses
the word (غٛ)لط.

Conclusions: General Problems and Solutions
1. Problems
The translation of English collocations into Arabic poses three main general
problems. First, the difficulty of generalization: some English words collocate
with one and the same word, but they are not necessarily so in Arabic. For
example, "seize the opportunity" has an identical collocation in Arabic ( ُزٓةشٚ
)انفزصةخ. Yet, we do say in Arabic (ُزٓةش انظةهطخٚ) for "seize power", but " ٗ ػهةٙظةزٕنٚ
"انظةهطخ. Thus, "seize" is not always (ُزٓةشٚ). Thus students cannot generalize the
meaning of a word which collocates with different words. It can be different from
one collocation to another.
The second problem is the variability of collocations. Different collocations
for the same meaning can be existed in English, but they have one collocation
and one single meaning in Arabic, e.g., "well and good"/ "hale and hearty"/ "right
and proper" (ةخٛ)ثصةسخ ٔ ػبف. Testees apparently do not realize such a concept and
they tend to literal translation.
The cultural idiomatic collocations form the third problem that encounter the
students. Such collocations are specific to English culture and people. However,
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most of them have identical similes in Arabic but in a comparative grammatical
form of exaggeration (better than) rather than equal form (something =
something). Thus the collocation " as pretty as a picture" is not to be translated as
(م كبنصٕرحًٛ )خas most of the testees have done so, but ()أزهةٗ يةٍ انصةٕرح. This kind
of mistranslation is due to the ignorance of testees in the cultural side of English.
2. Solutions
The following is a summary of the suggested possible solutions for the
translation of English collocations into Arabic.
1- Tracing the identical collocation in Arabic, when available. Usually most
English collocations have equivalent ones in Arabic.
2- In case that an identical collocation is not found in Arabic, a close
collocation can be suggested. For example 'straying sheep" is (خٛ)غةُى لبصة, but
when students cannot get it, they can suggest a close alterative like ()غُى شبردح.
3- A direct meaning should be translated into a direct meaning, and an
indirect meaning into an indirect meaning in Arabic (especially the
collocations of similes). For example, it is not advisable to translate "as
swift as an arrow" into a direct meaning as ("غ خةذاٚ)طةز, but into an indirect
meaning as ( اطزع يٍ انظٓى/ أطزع يٍ انجزق/)أطزع يٍ نًر انجصز.
4- If the English collocation is formal, the Arabic equivalent should also be
formal (as the collocations of the current test). It is not advisable at all to
translate it into a colloquial Arabic collocations.
5- When unable to find a better solution, and as the last resort, students may
go to a blind direct translation. However, it is the poorest translation. It
can also be quite risky because it may result in a wrong, funny Arabic
version. For example, "essay bank" is " "ثُةا انًؼهٕيةبد, but if it is translated
into ""ثُا انًمبنخ, it will sound strange and funny.
Nevertheless, some collocations can be translated (in a direct way quite
properly), as some collocations of the current test prove. After all, students
should be cautious and refuse to surrender from the first attempt to the direct
translation of any collocation, or else they would commit serious mistakes at
times, as explained throughout the discussion of the translation of collocations.
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